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Abstract
Although butterfly wings and water strider legs have an anti-wetting property, their working
conditions are quite different. Water striders, for example, live in a wet environment and their
legs need to support their weight and bear the high pressure during motion. In this work, we
have focused on the importance of the surface geometrical structures in determining their
performance. We have applied an atomic layer deposition technique to coat the surfaces of both
butterfly wings and water strider legs with a uniform 30 nm thick hydrophilic Al2 O3 film. By
keeping the surface material the same, we have studied the effect of different surface
roughness/structure on their hydrophobic property. After the surface coating, the butterfly wings
changed to become hydrophilic, while the water strider legs still remained super-hydrophobic.
We suggest that the super-hydrophobic property of the water strider is due to the special shape
of the long inclining spindly cone-shaped setae at the surface. The roughness in the surface can
enhance the natural tendency to be hydrophobic or hydrophilic, while the roughness in the
normal direction of the surface is favorable for forming a composite interface.

Two important factors are normally used to characterize
the hydrophobicity of a material’s surface [7]: the contact angle
and the contact angle hysteresis. The contact angle hysteresis
is the difference between the advancing and receding contact
angles. Although the advancing contact angle in both Wenzel
and Cassie states are significantly larger than the Young’ angle
θ , the hysteresis is dramatically different for the two cases [7].
The hysteresis for the Cassie state, the composite surface
situation, is found to be 10–20 times smaller than that for
the Wenzel state [8]. This is of practical importance, because
a droplet in the Wenzel state will adhere much more easily
to its substrate, in contrast to what is expected in a superhydrophobic situation. In particular, the so-called self-cleaning

1. Introduction
Super-hydrophobicity is a very popular phenomenon in nature,
through which lotus leaves are self-cleaning [1], butterflies
avoid sticking of their wings [2] and water striders float and
move on a water surface [3, 4]. The natural super-hydrophobic
surfaces generally have three common features: (a) they are
coated by wax or a hydrophobic film; (b) they are decorated
by textures such as bumps, pillars, or grooves at a scale of
typically a few micrometers; and (c) they have a secondary
texture superposed on the first one. Besides surface chemistry,
the surface roughness and geometry have a crucial role in
affecting the super-hydrophobicity [5, 6].
0957-4484/08/355708+07$30.00
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effect is totally suppressed by the drop adhesion. In addition,
it was shown recently that the friction properties of these
materials should be extremely different according to the state:
a Cassie state should lead to a strong reduction of the friction
properties, while a Wenzel state has greater friction properties
than that for a flat hydrophobic material [9]. If anti-wetting
is desired, effort is needed to keep the surface in the Cassie
regime to form a composite interface instead of the Wenzel
one [10].
In a composite surface, the difference of the pressures in
liquid and in air pocket can be revealed by the curvature R of
the liquid/air interface by the Laplace law: 7 p = 2γLV /R ,
where γLV is the liquid/vapor surface tension. The Laplace
pressure is introduced by the liquid surface tension [11]. The
largest Laplace pressure that the droplet can bear is calculated
based on the detailed geometry of the texture, Young’s angle θ ,
and γLV [12]. On increasing of the size and weight of the water
droplet, the force coming from Laplace pressure can be used to
balance the gravity to keep the air pocket. Therefore, in order
to stabilize the composite surface, choosing a special surface
geometry to get the largest Laplace pressure with designed
force direction should be a potential approach.
Butterfly wings and water striders have attracted a
lot of attention due to their naturally developed superhydrophobicity. For example, the work of Jiang’s group
on butterfly wings revealed that the direction-dependent
arrangement of nano-tips on ridging nano-stripes and microscales overlapping on the wings introduce anisotropic
adhesion [2]. Using a molding technique, the surface of
a water strider was successfully replicated. The dominant
role of the surface topography was further emphasized by
the super-hydrophobic properties of the replica [13]. In
order to better design and create super-hydrophobic/superhydrophilic surfaces [14], in this work, we compared the
structure difference of these two systems, butterfly wing
and water strider. Using an atomic layer deposition (ALD)
technique to coat the surfaces of both butterfly wings and water
strider legs with a uniform 30 nm thick hydrophilic Al2 O3
film, we kept the surface material of both structures the same.
Due to the merit of ALD technique, the surface structure of
each system was maintained after coating [15, 16]. Thereafter
we studied the effect of different surface roughness/structure
on their hydrophobic property. After the surface coating,
the butterfly wings changed to become hydrophilic, while the
water strider legs still remained super-hydrophobic. We have
designed a set of experiments to investigate such structurerelated phenomenon. Our results suggest that the superhydrophobic property of the water strider is due to the long
inclining spindly cone-shaped setae at the surface. The
roughness in the surface can enhance the natural tendency to be
hydrophobic or hydrophilic, while the roughness in the normal
direction of the surface is favorable for forming a composite
interface, which means the formation of the Cassie state.

were captured from a local pond in Atlanta. The atomic
layer deposition (ALD) was performed in a Savannah 100
Atomic Layer Deposition system manufactured by Cambridge
NanoTech Inc. Two precursors for Al2 O3 deposition were
99.9999% Al(CH3 )3 (TMA) purchased from Aldrich, and
deionized H2 O, with a resistivity of ∼18 M. During the
deposition, the thickness of the Al2 O3 layer could be controlled
very well by varying the number of cycles of deposition,
where the growth rate was 0.1 nm per cycle. With such a
high precision of control, the Al2 O3 layer covers the entire
biological sample uniformly and completely. Since the coating
layer was so thin, the coating does not change the geometry of
the sample.
Contact angle measurements were performed using a
Rame–Hart goniometer that had a charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera equipped for image recording. A LEO 1530
scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to characterize
the surface morphology of the butterfly wings and water strider
legs.

3. Results and discussion
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is ideally suited for a uniform,
controlled and complete coating over the entire biological
sample at low temperature. The ALD coating changes only
the surface chemistry/material while preserving the detailed
texture/geometry structure. Figures 1(a)–(c) display SEM
images of a 30 nm thick Al2 O3 coated butterfly wing at
different magnifications. The butterfly wing surface is covered
entirely, uniformly and completely by the amorphous inorganic
layer, as shown in figure 1(a). The typical dimension of the
scale is ∼150 μm in length and ∼60 μm in width. Thirty
five to forty rows of ridges align on the scale surface with
almost an identical interspacing. The height of the ridges,
h , is ∼1 μm and the distance L between them is ∼1.6 μm,
as depicted in figure 1(c). The measured contact angles (one
image is shown in figure 1(d)) on the natural butterfly wings are
listed in table 1. The static Young’s contact angle of flat Al2 O3
surface was measured to be 70.0◦ ± 5◦ , which will be described
in detail below. After coating Al2 O3 (energy dispersive xray spectroscopy (EDS) confirmed the successful coating), the
static contact angle of the butterfly wing in figure 1(e) was
measured as 38◦ . It is obviously that, after coating, the butterfly
wing changes from the Cassie state to the Wenzel state. Based
on the static contact angle and Young’s contact angle of Al2 O3 ,
the roughness r is calculated to be ∼2.3, which is in good
agreement with the measured roughness of 2.25 based on the
SEM images, where r = L+L2h .
Figures 2(a) and (b) are SEM images of a natural and a
30 nm thick Al2 O3 coated water strider leg, respectively. The
spindly setae are packed on the surface with an inclining angle
of ∼30◦ , as shown in figure 2(c). The density of the setae in
the surface is ∼2 × 105 cm−2 . The diameter of one leg is 150–
200 μm, while the seta is 2–5 μm in diameter and 30–50 μm
in length. The EDS spectra acquired from both natural and
Al2 O3 coated water strider legs are displayed in figure 2(d),
which proved the successful coating of the Al2 O3 thin film on
the surface.

2. Experimental details
The butterflies were Morpho peleides, provided by the Day
Butterfly Center in Callaway Gardens. The water striders
2
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Figure 1. (a)–(c) SEM images of butterfly wings at different magnifications. ((d) and (e)) The switching from hydrophobic to hydrophilic
nature of the wing surface after coating with 30 nm thick Al2 O3 film.

Figure 2. ((a), (b)) SEM images of natural and Al2 O3 coated water strider legs, respectively. (c) SEM image of an Al2 O3 coated water strider
leg. (d) EDS spectra acquired from a natural water strider leg and an Al2 O3 coated one.
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)
Table 1. Contact angle data for butterfly wings and water strider legs.
Before alumina coating

Butterfly wing
Water strider leg
a
b

θA
(deg)

θR
(deg)

166.0
172.3

155.3
172.3

Hysteresis
(deg)
10.7
∼0.0

After alumina coating

θA
(deg)

θR
(deg)

Hysteresis
(deg)

38.0
147.3
159.6

112.0
114.2

Not measurable
35.3a
45.4b

Along the seta’s inclining direction.
Against the seta’s inclining direction.

and (b ). In contrast to
is no obvious difference
the Al2 O3 coating. The
perpendicular to the legs

Images presenting the static apparent contact angles
along and perpendicular to the legs before Al2 O3 coating
are displayed in figures 3(a) and (b), respectively. After
coating, the corresponding images are displayed in figures 3(a )
3

the case for butterfly wings, there
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Figure 3. ((a), (b)) Contact angles measured along and perpendicular to the leg of a natural water strider. (c) Same as (b), except a downward
pressure was applied on the droplet. ((a ), (b ), (c )) the corresponding cases as for (a), (b), (c), respectively, for a leg coated with Al2 O3 . The
diameter of the water droplet is ∼1.8 mm.

being super-hydrophobic to hydrophilic, corresponding to the
change from the Cassie state to the Wenzel state [17], while
the water strider legs still remained in the super-hydrophobic
Cassie state. We know that the roughness of a butterfly
wing is mostly in the surface plane, and that the wing is
uniform in the direction perpendicular to the surface plane
(seeing figure 1(c)), while the water strider leg and its setae
are close to cylindrical, which means that the roughness is
three dimensional. To examine the influence of the overall
profile shape of an object on its anti-wetting property, we
have designed an experiment. We have chosen thin copper
wires with the same Al2 O3 coating by ALD technique under
the same experimental conditions to investigate the interface
configurations. In order to capture the clear liquid/solid
interface images using the CCD camera we have, the diameter
of the wire was kept to the smallest possible that was still
resolvable. The suitable diameter of the wire we chose was
150 μm.
By dropping a 3 μm water droplet on an Al2 O3 coated flat
Si substrate as displayed in figure 5(a), we can approximately
take the measured contact angle of 70.0◦ as the static Young’s
angle of the flat Al2 O3 surface. This proves the hydrophilicity
of the coating layer. The experiment design of a single coated
wire is depicted in figure 5(b). Although the wire is coated by a
hydrophilic layer of Al2 O3 , the water droplet did not fully soak
the wire. Instead, as shown in figure 5(c), a clear liquid/solid
interface was built up even when we gave a downward pressure
to the droplet. Based on the droplet curvature as displayed
in the inset of figure 5(c), we can identify that the Laplace
pressure is upward. This means that due to the round shape,
the liquid surface tension, e.g., the capillary effect [12, 18],
works upward to balance the droplet weight and the external
applied pressure.
Furthermore, a similar experiment was done for an array
of Al2 O3 coated wires array, as shown in figure 5(d). Using
different droplet sizes, the interface images observed along
the wire direction were recorded; they are displayed in
figures 5(e)–(g). The air pocket can be clearly observed in

Figure 4. Contact angle hysteresis of a water strider leg before
((a), (b)) and after ((c), (d)) coating with Al2 O3 . The difference in
hysteresis reflects the anisotropic effect as the water drop is dragged
along and against the seta’s inclining direction. The diameter of the
water droplet is ∼1.8 mm.

super-hydrophobicity. Even if we push the water droplet to
increase the downward pressure, both legs tend to repulse the
droplet, as shown in figures 3(c) and (c ). The large contact
angle indicates that the surface after coating is still in the Cassie
state, although it is a metastable state.
By dragging a 3 μm water droplet in one direction along
a water strider leg, we measured the advancing and receding
angles, and then the contact angle hysteresis, as displayed in
table 1. The different contact angle hysteresis between the
natural and coated legs is displayed in figure 4. Before coating,
the hysteresis was less than 1.0◦ , regardless of whether along
the seta inclining direction or against the inclining direction.
After coating, the hysteresis increased to ∼35.3◦ (figure 4(c))
and ∼45.4◦ (figure 4(d)), as displayed in table 1, for moving
along and against the seta’s inclining direction, respectively.
The above experiments show that, after coating with a thin
layer of hydrophilic Al2 O3 , the butterfly wings changed from
4
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be uniquely identified by the droplet curvatures. The measured
local contact angles can be larger than (see figure 6(a)) and
smaller than (see figure 6(b)) 90◦ , depending on the local
contact line. If the surface of the wire is made of a hydrophilic
material, which means that the advancing angle is less than
90◦ , the case in figure 6(a) is unstable because the local contact
angle θα2 + α < 180◦ , which means that the direction of
Laplace pressure is the same as that of gravity. After the droplet
falls down to touch the bottom half of the wire as shown in
figure 6(b), although the local contact angle θα1 is still less
than 90◦ , the inclining angle is now much increased; therefore
θα2 + α > 180◦ . There exists a critical position at which
θα1  advancing angle of the materials and advancing angle
plus inclining angle α = 180◦ ; thus, the droplet starts to be
pinned. The alumina coated copper wires as shown in figure 5
belong to such a case.
Alternatively, if the wire surface is coated by a
hydrophobic material, which means that the Young angle is
>90◦ , the water droplet can be stably pinned at one of the
locations in the upper half circle of the wire to satisfy the
condition of contact angle θα2 < advancing angle of the
material and satisfy Young’s angle θ plus inclining angle α >
180◦ to get upward Laplace pressure. Therefore, regardless
of whether the coating material is hydrophobic or hydrophilic,
there is always a stable pinning position to pin the droplet and
preserve the air cavity at the bottom of the wire. Accordingly,
the setae in water strider legs can easily trap the air pockets by
adjusting the water–liquid contact lines to stabilize the Cassie
state, resulting in a better anti-wetting property. It is obvious
that the hydrophilic surface has a much larger liquid/solid
interface compared to the hydrophobic one. The increased
water–surface contact area can be the reason that the contact
angle hysteresis is larger for the Al2 O3 coated legs than that of
the natural ones, as described in figure 4.
The situation for a butterfly wing is different. The
roughness of the butterfly wing is mostly in the surface plane,
e.g., two-dimensional, but the wing is fairly uniformly in
the normal direction perpendicular to the wing surface. A
natural wing is hydrophobic (figure 6(c)) with advancing
angle + inclining angle > 180◦ . Once coated with Al2 O3 , the
surface becomes hydrophilic (figure 6(d)). In such a case, the
capillary effect will draw the water droplet downward into the
cavities following the Wenzel state, and surface wetting occurs.
Our experimental results are consistent with the theoretical works on the super-hydrophobicity on hydrophilic substrates [22, 23]. The special topology of water strider legs
give an ideal model to trap the air under the water drop, regardless of whether the surface material is hydrophobic or hydrophilic. Although butterfly wings and water strider legs both
show super-hydrophobic properties with wax coating, only water strider legs still keep the properties after uniform Al2 O3
coating. This means that the surface topography of the water
strider legs is more suitable in anti-wetting design than that of
butterfly wings.
The above discussion has shown that the superhydrophobic/anti-wetting property is dramatically enhanced
by the surface texture of water striders, although the surface
chemistry is another key factor in determining such a

Figure 5. (a) The Young’s contact angle of an Al2 O3 film coated on a
flat Si substrate. ((b) and (c)) A schematic and practical image of a
water droplet on a single Cu wire coated with Al2 O3 , for simulating
the curvature effect of a seta. ((d)–(g)) A water droplet on an array of
wires coated with Al2 O3 . The upward Laplace pressure can be
identified by the curvature inserted in (g). As mentioned in (b), the
diameter of the Cu wire is ∼150 μm.

between two nearby wires. The inset in figure 5(g) gives
the clear curvature of the droplet, which indicates the upward
Laplace pressure. We pushed the droplet downward, and with
the increase of apparent contact angle, the droplet preferred to
span to nearby wires instead of falling down to fill in the air
cavities.
The effect of the rounded shape in the wettability can be
explained by the models shown in figures 6(a) and (b), which
are looking along the wire. In the following discussions on
the contact angles, we are based on the structure of a threephase contact line. Two types of force act on the suspended
water droplet: one is the gravity of the droplet, and the other is
from the Laplace pressure introduced by the surface tension
of the water [19–21]. If both forces work downward, then
the water droplet will collapse and sweep away the downside
air. In order to make the suspended water droplet stable, the
Laplace pressure (from surface tension) of the water must point
upward, which means that the contact angle plus inclining
angle α of the surface must be larger than 180◦ . The direction
of the Laplace pressure introduced by the surface tension can
5
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Figure 6. ((a), (b)) Schematic models showing the contacts of a water droplet with a cylindrical wire that simulates the seta on the water
strider leg at upper and lower half surfaces, respectively. ((c), (d)) Schematic models showing the contacts of a water droplet with a vertical
walled structure that simulates the fine structure on the surface of a butterfly wing for a natural and Al2 O3 coated butterfly wing, respectively.

discussed in [28]. The roughness in the surface can enhance the
natural tendency to be hydrophobic or hydrophilic, while the
roughness in the normal direction of the surface is favorable for
the Cassie state [29]. This study demonstrates an outstanding
example of exploring the nature of the anti-wetting property of
animals and plants.

property [24]. There is another important phenomenon, in that
the setae in the leg surface have a cone shape instead of uniform
cylindrical shape and inclining angle around 30◦ . This may be
related to the anisotropic wetting phenomenon [2, 25–27].

4. Summary
By comparing the wettability changes of butterfly wings
and water strider legs before and after ALD coating with a
hydrophilic Al2 O3 layer, the structural superiority of water
strider legs has been revealed. The Al2 O3 coating makes
butterfly wings change from super-hydrophobic (Cassie state)
to hydrophilic (Wenzel state), while the water strider legs
remain super-hydrophobic even under applied pressure. The
greater anti-wetting property of the water strider is likely due
to the round shape of the inclining setae at its surface, which
prefer to trap the air pocket under the water drops to form
a composite surface. We have obtained evidence that the
cylindrical-shaped structures lying on the surface can stabilize
the Cassie state. If the water droplet size is larger than the scale
of the surface roughness, by adjusting the contact lines at the
interface, regardless of whether the surface is hydrophobic or
hydrophilic, the system prefers to trap air to form a composite
interface. The surface wettability in the case when the drop
size and surface roughness are of the same magnitude has been
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